Operator Control Unit - Sample Configurations AMIRA

**AMIRA - Cine Style Lens**

- cforce mini RF Basic Set, K2.0016804
- cforce mini (Basic Set) K2.0006305
- cforce plus (Basic Set) K2.0010103

**AMIRA - EF Lens**

- EF lens control requires AMIRA/ALEXA Mini SUP 5.0

**AMIRA - Servo Zoom Lens**

- Servo zoom control requires AMIRA/ALEXA Mini SUP 5.0
- Servo Zoom

**LBUS Cables**

- LBUS Cable
  - 0.35m/1.1ft, K2.0013042
  - 0.80m/2.6ft, K2.0013043
  - 1m/3.3ft, K2.0013041

**Accessories**

- OCU-1 Rosette Bracket K2.0020003
- CLM-5/cforce mini Clamp Console 19/15mm K2.0006176 compatible with OCU-1
- Extension Spacer 50mm K2.0013615

* For Extensions 80 and 160 mm length we suggest:
  - Cable LBUS (angled) to LBUS (angled)
    - Length: 0.6m/2ft, K2.0013040

* For Extensions 240 mm length we suggest:
  - Cable LBUS (angled) to LBUS (angled)
    - Length: 1m/3.3ft, K2.0013041

* LBUS cables need to be ordered separately
  - Cable LBUS (straight) to LBUS (straight) Length: 0.2m/8", K2.0006749
  - Cable LBUS (angled) to LBUS (angled) Length: 0.3m/1ft, K2.0006750
  - Cable LBUS (angled) to LBUS (angled) Length: 0.5m/1.5ft, K2.0006751
  - Cable LBUS (angled) to LBUS (angled) Length: 0.8m/2.5ft, K2.0006752
  - Cable LBUS (angled) to LBUS (angled) Length: 1.5m/5ft, K2.0006753
  - Cable LBUS (angled) to LBUS (angled) Length: 3m/10ft, K2.0006754
  - Cable LBUS (angled) to LBUS (angled) Length: 6m/20ft, K2.0006755
  - Cable LBUS (angled) to LBUS (angled) Length: 9m/30ft, K2.0006756
  - Cable LBUS (angled) to LBUS (angled) Length: to LCS, K2.0007318
  - Cable LBUS (angled) to LBUS (angled) Length: 0.2m/8", K2.0012785
  - Cable LBUS (angled) to LBUS (angled) Length: 0.6m/2.6ft, K2.0012630
  - Cable LBUS Star (0.2m/8in), K2.0023823
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